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Xian Cheng wanted to run now, but it was too late. He looked refined, but his skills were actually quite 

extraordinary. As the descendants of the seven families of the Seven Stars Continent, they had to learn 

some combat skills from a young age. Otherwise, how could they travel the pugilistic world? They had to 

at least have the ability to protect themselves. 

 

 

However, in the face of Xing Yue’s attack, Xian Cheng’s resistance seemed to be very weak. In just a few 

moves, he was pressed to the ground by Xing Yue. Xian Cheng fell to the ground and even his phone fell 

out. Xing Yue used his belt to tie the other party’s hands. He raised his head and saw that Xian Cheng’s 

phone screen was lit up. It showed that he was on the phone. 

 

 

Seeing this scene, Xing Yue’s face instantly turned cold, and his heart fell to rock bottom. He knew that 

the conversation between them and Feng Qing just now should have been overheard by the person on 

the other end of the phone, and the person eavesdropping was very likely from the Seven Stars 

Continent… 

 

 

Han Jinlu controlled the wheelchair to move to the side of the phone. He leaned forward and stared 

intently at the phone screen. In the end, he saw the name of the head of the Xian family written on it. 

Han Jinlu’s pupils exuded a dark and unfathomable emotion, like a black abyss rolling. He glanced at Xian 

Cheng, who was pressed to the ground, and then reached out to pick up the phone on the ground and 

placed it by his ear. 

 

 

Han Jinlu took a deep breath and ordered on the phone, “Xian Mochou, I’m Han Jinlu. You should have 

heard our conversation just now. I think you know what to do.” 

 

 



As expected, a few seconds later, another man’s voice sounded from the other end of the phone. Unlike 

Xian Cheng, this man’s voice was very deep and heavy. “Second Young Master, your father has been 

sleeping with your mother’s ice coffin recently. It seems that only then can he suppress his condition 

slightly. If you can really find the Sixth Princess, please bring her back to the Di Palace immediately. You 

know how serious your father’s condition is. His condition is getting worse and worse. Could it be that 

you…” 

 

 

Han Jinlu said coldly, “Then let him die!” 

 

 

When he said this, the expression on his face was very sinister and fierce. His voice was as cold as ice. 

That heartless look was vividly reflected in his hatred and anger. He had already witnessed his mother’s 

death. He and his brothers had long had enough of Di Tianxing’s perverted appearance after he acted 

up. Therefore, from the moment they decided to look for their sixth sister, the brothers had agreed that 

even if they really found their sixth sister one day, they would never tell Di Tianxing about this. They did 

not want their sixth sister to return to the Di Palace to be the Sixth Princess. They only hoped that their 

sixth sister could live happily outside. Therefore, they would never let Di Tianxing know the 

whereabouts of his daughter. They could not let another woman in the Di Palace be locked up and suffer 

the same fate as their mother. 

 

 

With that, Han Jinlu hung up the phone. He sat in the wheelchair and looked down at Xian Cheng, who 

was lying on the ground. At this moment, Han Jinlu no longer had the smile he usually had. Instead, 

there was a chilling coldness between his brows. 

 

 

Han Jinlu said, “Xian Cheng, I’ll take care of the phone for you for the time being. During this period of 

time, please stay at my place. I want to discuss with your brother and see if he wants your life or Di 

Tianxing’s life!” 

 

 



Upon hearing this, Xian Cheng’s pupils trembled violently, and a terrified expression appeared on his 

face. He never expected that Han Jinlu would be so daring as to want to kill Di Tianxing. 

 

 

Feng Qing, who was sitting on the sofa as if she was uninvolved, blinked her fan-like eyelashes. Her two 

ears were like two small radars absorbing the conversation of the three men. Putting down the teacup, 

Feng Qing couldn’t help but mutter in her heart, “Di Tianxing…” 

 

 

She seemed to have heard this name before. If she didn’t remember wrongly, this person called Di 

Tianxing should be the current Prime Minister of the Seven Stars Continent. Thinking of this, she raised 

her head to look at Xing Yue and Han Jinlu, who had ugly expressions at this moment, and asked, 

“Brother Xing Yue, Brother Jinlu, did I cause trouble for you?” 

 

 

Han Jinlu turned around and gave her a gentle smile. Xing Yue walked to her side and gently rubbed her 

hair. Then, he said in a warm voice, “What are you talking about? Protecting my younger sister is what I 

should do. How can it be called trouble? Moreover, the results of the appraisal are not out yet, so you 

don’t have to think so much.” 

 

 

… 

 

 

Capital, Di Hui Building, 95th floor. 

 

 

At this moment, in the president’s office, there was only a man sitting quietly behind his desk. The man 

was staring intently at a tablet on the table. 


